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NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME
NSS is a voluntary group of students working for the betterment of the community
around them. They are the social workers of the institute striving for an improved society around
them. The motto of NSS is "NOT ME BUT YOU". This reflects the essence of democratic living
and upholds the need for selfless service. The overall objective of this scheme is Education and
service to the community by the community.

National Service Schemes parted in following sections:-

Literacy Section
"Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world." -Nelson
Mandela
Education is the greatest gift you can give or receive. It does not take away anything from
the giver, yet gives him a sense of self-fulfillment and inner-joy. With this spirit in mind, NSS
unit IIT Mandi Literacy Section comprises a group of students who have devoted themselves to
the task of the advancement of the nation by spreading the most powerful tool of change that
goes by the name of education. They help the poor and the financially disabled by providing
them free study materials and guiding them through their course structure. The students of
literacy section have conducted various seminars and awareness campaigns in the government
schools of the city. They are promoting higher education in the surrounding areas by spreading
the knowledge of various competitive examinations like JEE-Mains (formerly AIEEE), JEEAdvanced (formerly IIT-JEE), AIPMT etc. The literacy section conducts free classes for the
students in our very own campus in the evening.
Awareness Section
“Those with the greatest awareness have the greatest nightmares." -Mahatma Gandhi
The Awareness section thrives to create awareness about all sorts of evils which are
present in the society, be it the evils related to child labour, bad effects of smoking or even the
cleanliness of the city. The students of the institute voluntarily take part in the activity and spread
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the message by publishing various pamphlets and hooking up banners right throughout the city.
They along with the help of various faculty members organize various campaigns and
programme to make the people aware of all the ill-happenings going.
Health Section
"To keep the body in good health is a duty, otherwise we shall not be able to keep our mind
strong and clear." -Mahatma Buddha
A good health is one of the first and foremost requirements of a healthy society. A
healthy body enables a person to focus on their lives, to maximize their potential and provides
stability to a society. Better yet, by properly focusing on one's health, one can adopt hygienic
methods which provide good prevention measures. The Health section conducts various
campaigns right through the year, promoting the donation of blood and creating awareness about
some commonly spread diseases by disseminating information throughout Mandi city. They
educate the people about the various causes of common diseases and also highlight them with the
means which can be undertaken to avoid them. One of the major achievements of the health
section is the organization of the blood donation camp. Students of the institute voluntarily take
part in the program and donate their blood for the needy. In the last few programs an active
participation from the city has also been seen with the local inhabitants stepping forward to
donate their blood.
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BHARTIYA CHATRA SANSAD
Dated: - 10th -12th January, 2015
The annual national conclave of Bhartiya Chatra Sansad (Indian Student Parliament),
Pune organized to solve the problem of Indian democracy. The Fifth annual edition held on 1012 January, 2016 at MAEER‟s MIT campus, Kothrud, Pune. Two student volunteers from Indian
Institute of Technology Mandi (Mr. Naseer Ansari & Mr. Akashdeep) participated in this
conclave.
This platform has received support and participation of several institions of national and
international importance. The national conclave is organized with the active support of Union
Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports, Government of India and Government of Maharashtra,
Ministry of Higher & Technical Education, Maharashtra and UNESKO Chair of Human Rights,
Democrasy, Peace & Tolerance, Pune. The United Nations, Commonwealth, the SAARC and the
Inter Parliamentary Union, Geneva participated and extended their support in this endeavour.
Every year 10,000 to 12,000 politically and socially active students from 450 universities,
10,000 colleges and 29 states of India, participated the flagship annual conclave of Bhartiya
Chatra Sansad.
These kinds of conferences/conclaves provide the platform for the student volunteers and
great exposer. Volunteers met with lots of social activists and politicians. During these three days
of intense academic exercise, a number of intellectual giants, spiritual gurus, political leaders,
youth icons and thinkers of national and international eminence engage the students leaders in
dialogue and deliberations on a wide range of significant issues. They provide them the context,
analysis, courage, insight and perspective so that the youth have an opinion, a point of view and
most importantly, a sobering thought about how they can contribute to building India of their
dreams.
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OLD AGE HOME VISIT
Dated: - 12th April, 2015
A white washed small room with bare necessities and two windows....A mother of two
looks out of one of these windows with rear stained eyes. She holds a letter, which says that her
children are coming to meet her- A favour that they grudgingly perform once a year.
Why? Because she has given birth to them? Yes, she used to be the focal point of her
family once and her life was spent nurturing her children- her one and only priority in life. But
now, she has been discarded into an old age home for convenience. It‟s a shameful state of
affairs that there has arisen a need for old age homes in modern times. Why do we need these
homes? Why are we considering our older relatives as a burden on us?
With these questions in mind NSS volunteers went to “The Suket Senior Citizen Home”
Dehri, Sundernagar, Mandi, with a team of around 9 students headed by our NSS Co-advisor Dr.
Atul Dhar, Mr. Prateek Pathania, Field Officer, NSS Unit IIT Mandi and other staff members.

Volunteers asking senior citizens about their problems

We met the senior citizens and served them with fruits and other eatables. We also
donated them shawls as a gift. All of them have their own children but they left them due to the
generation gap. Main motive of the visit was to find out problems, solve them with the help of
NSS unit. The other motive of the visit to meet them so they don‟t feel they are alone.
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Volunteers are serving eatables to senior citizens

Volunteers are giving shawls as a gift

NSS team with senior citizens at old age home

Our volunteers can‟t meet them so often due to some distance. Finally they came back to
their hostels after spending more than five hours with them with a commitment to do something
for them in future.
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Through this visit NSS volunteers got some perspective about:


How the old age home was managed in good condition?



Idea about resources of the old age home.



Inspiration from the owner of old age home for tackling such issues.



Gratitude received by Dr. Guleria from young vounteers for his efforts may be conducive
for spread for motivation for such social causes.



Volunteers gave a thought to contribute for improving condition of such places and for
ensuring a society so that need for such places vaninshes.
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PRAYAS
(Teaching Programme)
Dated: - 18th April, 2015 - 16th January, 2016
The IIT Mandi PRAYAS Program aims to enhance the quality of education provided to
the local Himachal youth by the local area government schools. In this program, the IIT Mandi
volunteers seek to identify opportunities through which they can play a supportive role to the
school teachers and administration, and help motivate the local young boys and girls to aim for
excellence as they see both male and female good role models, and learn through dedication of
the volunteers and coordinators.

Senior Secondary Kamand School students with Prayas volunteers (April 18, 2015)

Program Highlights
April 1, 2015 to March 31, 2016
The PRAYAS program was initiated in November 2014. Hence the period covered in this
Annual Report was the first full fiscal year for the program, and provided the very first
opportunity to see if there is enough of a community service spirit among the IIT Mandi
community to sustain such a program over an entire fiscal year, and whether such a sustained
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effort can have a beneficial effect for the local area students.
The program normally takes a pause during the final examinations in the area
government schools and the school summer vacations. Consequently, the direct student
interactions in this fiscal began April 18, 2015, and ended January 22, 2016. Subsequently, the
program is reactive again effective April 2016, confirming that the IIT Mandi community spirit
is indeed capable of a sustained service to the local community development.

PRAYAS Class in-progress (May 22, 2015)

This year, the PRAYAS program had two facets:


Coaching Classes: Saturday morning classes at the IIT Mandi Campus (10 AM to 2 PM)
for Class 10, 11 and 12 students from the Senior Secondary Schools in Kamand and
Kataula. Subjects covered are: English, Math, Science for Class 10 (both schools);
English for Class 11 and 12 Kamand; and Chemistry, Physics, Math/Biology, English for
Class 11 and 12 Kataula.
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Reading Program: Periodic visits by student volunteers to the Govt Middle School, Neri
and Govt. Senior Secondary School, Kamand to motivate the students to read for the fun
of it, and to discuss with their fellow students about what they read. Focus is on Middle
school students (Classes 6-8).
The Story in Numbers
PRAYAS COACHING: A total of approximately 52 High School students participated in

the Saturday morning coaching program in which the students come to the IIT Mandi campus.
Each class is taught separately so that students from a given school can study with their
respective classmates.
School

Class 10

Class 11

Class 12

Govt. Sr. Sec. Kamand

10

10

12

Govt. Sr. Sec. Kataula

4

6

10

Total (52)

14

16

22

PRAYAS READING PROGRAM: About 20-30 middle school students from the Neri and
Kamand schools have participated, respectively, in this program.
Volunteers
The volunteer coaches/tutors are B.Tech. and Post-Graduate students at IIT Mandi for a
total of approximately 36 (approx. 17 B.Tech. and 19 Post-Graduate). The Post-Graduate
students carry the load when B.Tech. students are not available due to examinations or semesterbreaks.

A student volunteer being facilitated (September 12, 2015)
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Effectiveness of the Program
Although a statistically valid proof of the effectiveness of the program is not available,
feedback from both the high school students and the school principals suggests the program is
well received. In an anonymous and written survey of 48 high school students in attendance on
October 17, 2015, full 100% of the class 10-12 students answered yes to the question, “Is this
initiative helping you?”
The Kamand school results in Class 12 H.P. Board exam were mixed. The student who
stood first in school was a participant in PRAYAS and scored 76%, excellent by school‟s past
history. However, 5 students who participated in PRAYAS failed their Class 12 H.P. Board
exam. In Class 10 H.P. Board exam, all the participating students passed, although 3 with a
compartment. The students who stood first and second in the Class 10 Board exam (with 83%
and 81% marks, respectively) were participants in PRAYAS.
The Kataula school principal wrote that the Class 12 students (in the HP Board results
declared in April 2016), created new records when 5 students scored more than 80% marks, and
the student who came first in school in the Class 10 HP Board Exam, and was a participant in the
PRAYAS program, scored 88.3%, the highest ever in the school‟s history.
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LIBRARY SET UP PROGRAMME
Dated:-25th April, 2015 - till continue
Initial inspiration drawn from John Wood, who in his book called “Leaving Microsoft to
Change the World ", John Wood (founder of Room to Read), suggests that his organization helps
to establish libraries in the third world countries. In India, Room to Read has libraries in around
8 states. In this spirit, NSS unit IIT Mandi started helping hands to setup of libraries through the
PRAYAS programme in different local schools around the IIT Mandi campus.

Reading session at Kamand School

Reading Program was started by student volunteers on dated 25th April, 2015 to till
continue, with an aim to encourage the reading hobbies in students. They started setting up
libraries using books donated by friends, family and some important books provided from NSS
fund. Volunteers in teams of 3 or 4 visited schools, and had reading sessions with students. The
schools covered in first stages are Kamand, Katindhi, Neri and Katuala of Mandi Districts.
Need for starting these programmes are:

Lack of space in some schools for libraries.



Inaccessibility of the books to general students, because of a peculiar location of
books, for eg. in two of the schools we visited the libraries were in Principal's room,
making it hard for students to issue books for reading.
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A careful study of books, they already have reveals a gap in the science and
technology books, encyclopedias and similar books.

NSS unit IIT Mandi provided competitive exam books, general knowledge, current
affairs, novels (Hindi& English) and story books etc. Mainly the event runs through the donors
who donated good collections of books for this noble work. The aim of this event to continue till
the students embrace reading as a hobby and NSS unit will be associating with them and guide
them for their better future.
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BLOOD DONATION CAMP
Dated: - 05th May, 2015
“Blood cannot be washed out with blood”. - Afghan Proverb
Voluntary blood donation programmes - recruitment and retention are about people and
community, about understanding them, capturing their interest and influencing their behaviour.
The main communicating task for both blood donor recruitment and retention should be geared
towards getting public understanding about the importance and triggering a response for action.
Once a blood donor motivator raises awareness, he or she must motivate and persuade people to
donate blood. All over the world, most blood from voluntary blood donors is collected from
outdoor camps in rural and urban areas. A Blood Donation Camp was organized by the NSS-IIT
Mandi in collaboration with Blood bank zonal hospital, Mandi. It was organized with the help of
Blood bank, zonal hospital, Mandi.

Students and staff members are donating blood

It began at around 10 a.m. and continued up to 2 p.m., with a steady stream of donors
throughout. Students, faculty and staff members participated voluntarily in the camp. A5-5, room
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was utilized for a thorough medical checkup of potential donors as well as for the donation.
Donors were provided with the refreshments. More than 59 volunteers from among the students,
faculty and staff members participated voluntarily in the camp. The samples were carefully
sealed and transported to the blood bank.

A view on day of blood donation camp with NSS volunteers

The camp helped the IIT Mandi community in gaining awareness about the benefits of
blood donation. The community came together to participate with great enthusiasm and
deepened social awareness among them. We thank IIT Mandi campus community for coming
forward for this great cause.
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SLUM KIDS TEACHING PROGRAMME
Dated: - 3rd June, 2015 - 16th October, 2015
A large amount of slum children are those who migrate with their families from rural to
urban areas in search of livelihoods. Most slum families do not seek or have access to family
planning methods, which usually results in many children per household. These families
sometimes see excess children as a financial boon (more workers per household, hence more
income) but instead this always works to the downfall of the economics of the household and the
society. These children are often neglected and abused, or worse, sold into services such as
domestic servitude, prostitution or child labour. Street children are sometimes abandoned by
their families or have run away from abuse or exploitation, only to find themselves homeless and
in more difficult circumstances. Deprived of material and familial security, these children may
turn to drugs, prostitution, rag picking, child labour and other unhealthy pursuits in order to
survive.
NSS Unit IIT Mandi works to educate these children to uplift theirs life. NSS provides
educational training, guidance and counseling, empathy, which has resulted in a large number of
children being able to enter government schools and to also develop vocational skills. We hope
to continue to provide a safe haven for these children and help to improve their lives.
In this regards NSS unit, IIT Mandi started a slum kids teaching programme from 3rd
June, 2015 to 16th October, 2015 at slum area, Paddal, Mandi. In the beginning the programme
started with the help of 4 volunteers and steady-steady the numbers of volunteers increased
because most of volunteers are interested in these kinds of social welfare works.
In this programme 60 slum children participated. The programme runs around 5 months.
Main success of this programme is that in this period total 17 (Seventeen) children got admission
in different government schools of Mandi town who did not go school in their life. Volunteers
teaches basics for those who do not have gone to the school and as well as subjective to other
school students. They showed them inspirational movies and organized dance and music classes
for them. Each session is of one hour. They helped them to solve the mathematics questions as
well as show them science experiments (small tricks).
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As per studies, one in three of the world‟s malnourished children lives in India. In India,
each year, an estimated 27 million children are born—nearly 2 million of which do not survive
the fifth birthday. A major cause of this is malnourishment. To solve the problem of nutrition of
slum children were provided with different-different eatables (Milk, Bananas etc.) in each day.
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NSS ORIENTATION DAY AT IIT MANDI, KAMAND CAMPUS
Dated: - 6th August, 2015
“NOT ME, BUT YOU”
“I slept and dreamt that life was joy. I awoke and saw that life was service. I acted and behold,
service was joy.” Rabindranath Tagore
Volunteers are not mere workers. A worker could be good at working, but not at planning
or decision-making. Similarly, the planners and decision-makers could be good at their jobs, but
not at executing them. They are specialists, whereas volunteers are all-rounder. They are good as
workers, as executioners, as planners, as decision makers, as initiators and as leaders.
Volunteers work without any personal motivation. They work to benefit others, not
themselves. This makes them workers par excellence, executioners and leader par excellence.
The volunteer dharma, therefore, is dharma par excellence. To volunteer is to live in accordance
with dharma the values of righteousness, selflessness, and above all egoless. To volunteer is to
practice humbleness; to volunteer is to live in synchronicity with Mother Nature, loving, caring,
and sharing as she does. A volunteer is essentially a spiritual practitioner, a karma yogi one who
is striving for the ultimate union with the supreme through selfless action. Blessed, indeed, are
all of you, engaged in this holy work. NSS (National Service Scheme) unit of IIT Mandi
organized its orientation programme on August 06, 2015 in A1-NKN room at 02:00 pm till 03:00
pm.
The program started by Dr. Arnav Bhavsar, Advisor, NSS Unit IIT Mandi. Mr. Prateek
Pathania, Field Officer, NSS Unit IIT Mandi welcomed the students and NSS members and Dr.
Arnav provided a quick over view on what NSS means to IIT Mandi. After that, S.
Priyadarshinee (NSS volunteer) threw some light on what NSS is doing at IIT Mandi and its
future plan for 2015-2016. After that each of the section Coordinators Ms. Shushmita Choudhary
Choudhary (Literacy Section), Ms. Parul Bansal (Health Section) and Mr. Amodh Kumar
(Awareness Section) spoke about their respective section and introduced the audience to their
team. To provide audience a real feel of what NSS means and how it changed the life of people,
some of the NSS volunteers shared their personal experiences of being a member of this unit.
After that the function got to over with the vote of thanks by Dr. Arnav Bhavsar, Advisor, NSS
Unit IIT Mandi. Overall, the programme went off successfully with the students enjoying every
moment along with the volunteers.
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NSS QUIZ COMPETITION- PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
Dated: - 11th September, 2015
“My hope for the future lies in the youths of character, intelligent, renouncing all for the service
for others, and obedient- good to themselves and the country at the large”.- Swami Vivekananda
An individual's personality is the complex of mental characteristics that makes them
unique from other people. It includes all of the patterns of thought and emotions that cause us to
do and say things in particular ways. At a basic level, personality is expressed through our
temperament or emotional tone. However, personality also colors our values, beliefs, and
expectations. There are many potential factors that are involved in shaping a personality. These
factors are usually seen as coming from heredity and the environment. The NSS unit of IIT
Mandi as a part of its personality enhancement initiatives of its volunteers organized a quiz
competition broadly based on the teachings of Swami Vivekananda. It was organized on 12 th
September, 2015 by Mr. Prateek Pathania, Field Officer, NSS Unit IIT Mandi with the help of
students.

Quiz Competition among NSS Volunteers

Swami Vivekananda is well renowned spiritual leader who introduced yoga and Indian
philosophy to the western world. He believed that the greatest resources of a nation are its people
and that the future of the country lay in their hands. His teachings were focused on the
development and personality of an individual. It was his dream to take the moral values to the
doorstep of poorest of the poor and the meanest of the mean for when the lives of individuals are
enhanced it would empower the nation as a whole.
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The volunteers were handed out copies of book containing his teachings in advance. This
activity helped the students understand the facts of life and opened their minds to the realm of
philosophy. Students were encouraged to participate in the program by giving away prizes to the
best of participants. The prizes were given away by Dr. Arnav Bhavsar, Advisor, NSS Unit IIT
Mandi on the occasion of NSS day.

Prize distribution for the winners of quiz competition

Further the external appearance is judged by the actions and speech of a person. A
friendly and welcome personality has likeable postures, gesture, facial features, and smile to its
credit. The whole external appearance in terms of its social implication through work & other
interaction is judged by various bodily actions and reactions its speech and conversation.
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NSS DAY CELEBRATION
Dated: - 24th September, 2015
“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others”. - Mahatma Gandhi
National Service Scheme, under the Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports Govt. of India
was launched on September 24th, 1969, the year which marked the centenary year of Mahatma
Gandhi's birth. True to Mahatma Gandhi's words, “The best way to find yourself is to lose
yourself in the service of others”, NSS has its motto, “Not me, but you”, which can be clear
through its activities. Every year September 24th is celebrated as NSS day.

NSS Logo

NSS unit IIT- Mandi organized a program on NSS day which included a short movie
screening, an interactive session among students about NSS, and the prize distribution function
for a quiz competition held about two weeks earlier. The main motive of the event was to
encourage students for their active participation in various schemes/programs of NSS. The event

NSS Volunteers present on the day of NSS Day
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was organized by students under the guidance of Mr. Prateek Pathania, Field Officer, NSS Unit
IIT Mandi. A video clip highlighting the suffering of poor people was shown which deeply
moved the hearts of all. It made the students realize that they being gifted ones in terms of all
basic necessities and more are responsible to provide the same at least to a few needy ones
around them.
Dr. Arnav, Advisor NSS unit IIT Mandi addressed the volunteers and he made students
aware about their responsibilities towards the society. He also told them the importance of NSS
more so because the services rendered by volunteers though NSS always seems small in
comparison to the huge amount of problems in the society. Following this many student
volunteers, including some senior students, shared their past experiences that they gathered from
previous NSS activities. One of them pointed out that it may not only gave him satisfaction and
relaxation but also enhanced his personality in several ways.

A view of quiz competition

Distribution of Prizes

Finally, prizes were distributed to the winners of the quiz competition on theme
Personality Development (teachings of Swami Vivekanda). The quiz was organized as part of the
personality improvement of NSS volunteers on dated 11th September, 2015.
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MAHATMA GANDHI JAYANTI
Dated: - 02nd October, 2015
The birthday of the Mahatma Gandhi is celebrated in India every year by the name Gandhi
Jayanti or Mahatma Gandhi Jayanti. It falls yearly on 2nd of October when there is a gazetted
holiday all over the India. On second of October a great person Mahatma Gandhi was born in the
year 1869 at Porbandar in the Gujarat to the Karamchand Gandhi and Putlibai. Mahatma Gandhi
is also known as Bapu in India for his unforgettable contributions and struggle for the freedom of
Indian.

Paintings
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On the occasion of Mahatma Gandhi Jayanti, NSS Unit IIT Mandi organized a painting
competition among NSS volunteers (on theme Non Violence) on the occasion of Gandhi Jayanti
(2nd October, 2015). Painting competition started at 02:00 pm and over at 03:30 pm. under the
supervision of Dr. Tripti Singh, Teaching Fellow (Fine and Arts) and Mr. Prateek Pathania, Field
Officer, NSS unit IIT Mandi. After painting competition a group discussion organized on theme
“Nonviolence in India”. In the views of volunteers “Mahatma Gandhiji came on this earth with
his message of truth and non-violence (ahimsa) at a time when the forces of aggression and
violence reigned supreme on earth. Mahatma Gandhi taught us what Christ and Buddha had
longed to teach long ago. He became an immortal spirit who guides us through the path of peace
and non-violence. Ahimsa or Non-violence: Mahatma Gandhi was the exponent of the cult of
Ahimsa or Non-violence. Like the Buddha, Christ and Chaitanya he too believed in the ultimate
victory of Non-violence over violence. Force or violence, according to him, is madness which
cannot sustain. „So ultimately force or violence will bow down before non-violence‟. He had
waged war not only against British imperialism; rather he declared war on all the forces of
unrighteousness, untruth and injustice, all the world over.” All volunteers took parted in this
discussion and shared their views about nonviolence.
The names of painting competition‟s winners announced 1st Mr. Akash Sharma, 2nd Mr.
Gantavya and 3rd Ms. Suruchi Kashyap. All participants awarded with “Appreciation
Certificates” by Dr. Arnav Bhavsar, Advisor, NSS unit. Refreshments were served in the end of
event.
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BLOOD DONATION CAMP
Dated: - 06th November, 2015
“Just as the body cannot exist without blood, so the soul needs the matchless and pure strength of
faith”. - Mahatma Gandhi
Blood is one of the most vital elements to sustain human life. Many of the causalities in
everyday life involve loss blood which many a time leads to death. Thus it is necessary that the
nation have good network of blood banks with sufficient amounts of blood. But India as of 2014
had a shortage of 3 million units of blood. Hence it is the duty of every citizen to donate the
“divine liquid”.

NSS unit of IIT Mandi in order to encourage the residents of the campus organized a
blood donation camp on 6th November 2015. The camp started at 01:00 pm and continued till
05:00 pm.

Medical Checkup of Donors and Students Donating Blood
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A5-2 (A5 Building) was used for medical checkup of the donors and for blood donation.
Volunteers motivated the students and made them aware about the noble cause. Refreshment was
served to the donors. Student volunteers, staff and faculty members participated in the camp. The
medical team from Zonal Hospital, Mandi comprising Dr. Arindam Roy senior lab technicians
Ms. Kaushalya Chauhan, Mr. Balwant Yadav and others were impressed with the huge
participation of enthusiastic students.
In total 52 units of blood were collected. The blood collected during the camp would go
to the blood bank of the Zonal hospital, the only blood bank in District. The NSS, IIT Mandi is
dedicated towards the betterment of society and the environment. It strives to help the society
through its various sections which at present include Literacy, Awareness and Health.
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MIGRANT WORKER’S CHILDREN BRIDGE SCHOOL PROGRAM
Dated: - 29th February, 2016
“Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever”. - Mahatma Gandhi
In developing countries, seasonal labour migration from rural to urban or from backward
to developed region is a household livelihood strategy to cope with poverty. In this process, the
children of those migrants are the worst affected whether they accompany their parents or are left
behind in the villages. However, among the accompanying migrant children of construction
workers, many remain out of school and many are forced to drop out and some of them become
vulnerable to work as child labour due to seasonal mobility of their parents. Thus, mainstreaming
these children in development process is a big challenge in attaining the goal of universal
primary education and inclusive growth in the country like India.
Education is the most important aspect of the human life. It is the most powerful tool to bring
change and awareness in this world. It means that one should keep learning till death. So it is the
duty of every citizen to help others in education. The labour kids who are below poverty line
cannot afford for education. Training of a human mind is not complete without education.
Education makes man a right thinker. It tells man how to think and how to make decision. An
educated person has the ability to differentiate between right and wrong or good and bad. It is the
foremost responsibility of a society to educate its citizens. To move on this ideology NSS unit
IIT Mandi started “Migrant worker‟s children bridge school program” at IIT Mandi campus.

NSS Unit Donated School Uniforms for Labour Kids in Kamand
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As our campus is being built, a significant number of migrant workers from states like U.P.,
W. Bengal, Jharkhand, and M.P. live on our campus. Their school age and younger children have
no education facilities. The aims of the Bridge School program are:


Provide some minimal coaching to these children, who have previously not attended school
regularly.



Get the children admitted to the government school, Kamand after finding a solution to their
lack of proper documentation such as birth date, previous schooling etc.



Help them cope in school once they are admitted in the government school.
In November, a fund drive and a clothes donation drive was organized on our campus. The

community responded generously, and an amount of about Rs. 41,965 was donated by about 187
members of the IIT Mandi community. In addition, clothes were donated by over 100 members
of the community. An amount of Rs. 1,790 was raised by selling the donated clothes to the
migrant workers at nominal prices of Rs. 10-30 each (after cleaning/ironing/folding of the
donated clothes by volunteers). This introduced an element of choice and value for the workers,
and the knowledge that they too are contributing for their children. In total Rs. 43755.00 (Fourty
Three Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Five Rupees Only) collected as a donation.
The children of migrant laborers in India face numerous educational challenges because of
frequent moves and economic hardships. The most significant and unique challenge faced by
migrant students is mobility-induced educational discontinuity. To support the idea of UNESCO
„Education for All‟, In the second phase, teaching program was started by NSS unit IIT Mandi
for the children of migrant laborers working in Kamand campus of IIT Mandi. An unofficial
“Bridge School” has been running for these children on 29th February 2016 to till continue, and
as of March 2016, about 17 children have been helped under the program, 10 of which are now
regularly going to the government school in Kamand.
Books, notebooks, stationary, cloths and footwear (school uniform) were distributed to
those children. They were very enthusiastic and eager to learn. Although the focus of the
programme was on promoting children‟s literacy but the NSS unit also took care of their
nutritional requirements. It was decided by the NSS team that every day along with
knowledge/awareness, nutritious food/fruits would also be served to these children.
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Lobour Kids are Studing

The Children were taught by many B.Tech students. Volunteers taught alphabets (Hindi
and English), dictation, stories, games and dance with proper teaching-learning aids. Every day
after class, refreshment was served to the children.
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DONATIONS

Donation for Blind Association
With reference to letter no HP 16 for “The Principal, Indian Institute of Technology Mandi,
Kamand Campus, VPO Kamand, Himachal Pradesh-175005” on dated 08-06-2015, received
from respected Director, IIT Mandi.
As requested by “Indian Association for Blind, Madurai, Tamil Nadu”, NSS Unit IIT Mandi
collected donation from IIT Mandi: Faculty, staff, students etc. The total amount of donation
collected Rs. 10,100/- (Ten Thousand One Hundred Rupees Only) and the amount deposited
in IIT Mandi account. Deposited amount transferred to “Indian Association for Blind, Madurai,
Tamil Nadu” as a donation for social welfare.
Details of transfer donation for blind association below:TO TRANSFER01-Dec-15
NEFT SBIN515335028808 INDIAN ASSOCIATION FOR
10,100.00
(01-Dec-2015)
THE B-TRANSFER TO 99506044303

Donation for Labour’s Kids Teaching Programme
In November, a fund drive was organized on our campus. The community responded generously,
and an amount of about Rs.41,965 was donated by about 187 members of the IIT Mandi
community. The collected amount of donation used to run the unofficial “Migrant Worker‟s
Bridge School” at IIT Mandi, Kamand Campus.

Cloth Collection Drive
In November, a clothes collection drive was organized at IIT Mandi Campus and clothes were
donated by over 100 members of the community. An amount of Rs. 1,790 was raised by selling
the donated clothes to the migrant workers at nominal prices of Rs.10-30 each (after
cleaning/ironing/folding of the donated clothes by volunteers). This introduced an element of
choice and value for the workers, and the knowledge that they too are contributing for their
children. The collected amount from selling of donated cloths used to run the unofficial “Migrant
Worker‟s Bridge School” at IIT Mandi, Kamand Campus.
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NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY MANDI
KAMAND-175005
Email: - nss@iitmandi.ac.in
Contact no.:- 01905267061
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